SEISMIC ANALYSIS OF JOINTS AND CONNECTIONS OF PRECAST CONCRETE STRUCTURES
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Summary: The paper presents the provisions of the Standards that regulate the methods of the analysis and detailing of joints and connections of structural elements. Norms are covered in ACI 318, Eurocode 2 and 8, Code New Zealand, fib Model Code 2010 (2013), and their bulletins. Analyses and shaping of connections according to the mentioned norms and literature depending on the stress states to which the elements are exposed are presented. The recommendations of individual international associations were also analysed in PCI Design Handbook Precast and Prestressed concrete, ACI C 533 Guide Precast concrete, Guidelines for the use of Structural Precast Concrete (New Zealand). For some connections (loops) and other analyses, based on recent studies of their behaviour under load that simulate seismic actions, approximate analyses are also presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Contrary to the experience of past earthquakes precast concrete structures has shown a generally good behaviour even in the area of high seismicity. The structural behaviour of structural members may differ substantially from the similar cast-in-place members. The structural integrity of precast concrete structures mainly depends on the connections between structural members. All the connections should be designed according to valid codes [24]. There is often a question about the difference between the connections that are carried out on site and the precasted ones. Analytic investigation of the differences between in-situ cast and precast beam-column connections under seismic actions are shown in [30]. The results showed that under strong seismic excitations, the differences in the response between precast frames and the RC frame were significant.

Compared to monolithic ones, precast concrete structures have a set of specific features which include the necessity to consider structural safety and stability during the numerous stages of construction [19] in a structural analysis. The behaviour of precast
Concrete structures is not the same as monolithic reinforced concrete (RC) structures. It is the matter of the utmost importance to consider the design and construction of joints and connections in precast concrete structures. Their purpose is to transfer the forces between structural members and to provide stability and resistance to progressive collapse (robustness), integrity and workmanship. Unlike the in-situ cast concrete work, the design philosophy for precast connections concerns both the structural requirements and the chosen method of construction. In many instances, the working practices in the industry are also strongly influencing the connections design [28].

It is very important to distinguish the joints and connections in the precast construction industry, especially when the connections between the precast elements are considered. A joint can typically be described as an interface between two elements in a structure where the forces can be transferred whereas a connection can be described as an assembly of two or more elements that is designed to resist the applied forces (Björn, 2006) cited in [21].

The structural connection interacts closely with the adjacent structural elements, and the design as well as the detailing of the connection is influenced by the design and detailing of the adjacent elements. The connections between the precast concrete elements are in close contact with the adjacent elements of the structure, thus the design and detailing of the connections are influenced by the design and detailing of the adjacent elements. The connection must be designed so that the flow of the forces, found in the connection is logical, but also that the forces can be transferred to the overall load bearing elements of the structure [8], [14] and [21]. Shortly, within a single connection, there may be a several load-transmitting joints, and so it is necessary to distinguish the difference between a joint and a connection first. A joint is the action of forces that takes place at the interface between two or more structural elements. A connection is the action of
forces (tension, shear, compression) and bending or torsion moment through an assembly comprising one, or more interfaces. So, the design of the connections is therefore a function of both the structural elements and of the joints between them. Many damages to prefabricated concrete structures in earthquakes are most often the result of inadequate design and construction of joints and bonded elements. Two examples of collapses, shown in more detail in [13a; fib 27], are shown in Figures 2, 3 and 4.

Figure 2. Failure of columns due to interaction with stiff masonry infill (1999 Kocaeli earthquake), after [13a]

Figure 3. Collapse of precast concrete hollow core floor (1994 Northridge earthquake)
Overall behaviour of precast subsystems such as the diaphragm effect in floor slabs, the effect of shearing walls, etc. The design shall ensure that the joint is able to accommodate the relative displacement needed to mobilise its resistance and to assure robust behaviour of the structure [10]. Joints shall be designed to prevent premature splitting or spalling of concrete at the ends of the units and shall be dimensioned to take account of tolerances, assembly requirements; ease of execution and ease of inspection. The most frequently used types of precast concrete elements are columns, beams, hollow-core slabs, pocket foundations, etc. [24].

![Image of damaged building](image_url)

**Failure 4. Failure of a poorly detailed beam-column connection**

(1976 Tangshan earthquake, China)

Articles [17] and [16] are dedicated to the problem of MBK damage and its causes. At [16], the complete demolition of a large-panel building during the Spitak earthquake 1988 in Armenia is shown. This indicates the problem of damage to this class of buildings in earthquakes. This paper reviews some of the Codes, Guidelines, recommendations and some data from the literature related to the design connections in precast concrete structures with some illustrations. The basic types of bonds and compounds are illustrated according to the proposals from the analysed literature. The basic types of bonds and compounds are illustrated according to the proposals from the analysed literature. The latest proposals for the application of appropriate joints and connections and their analysis are also included.

2. REVIEW OF THE CODES AND LITERATURE

Papers [19] give a review of earlier research in the field of precast concrete structure (PCS) buildings and stresses the problem of joints and connections, starting from their classification, through the analyses of different influences, to their detailing. In [20] the
strength and high degree of reliability is determinate. Book [5] is dedicated to the problem of the aseismic joints design and precast walls connections, similar as in a special publication of the CIB [6]. It starts from definitions and premises which are introduced in the course of designing joints and connections in seismic areas. Detail catalogues given in paper [34] by the Dutch Association for Precast Concrete Construction are dedicated to the problem of joints. Volume one concerns mainly joint and connections in frame structures. It gives the recommendations concerning the choice and design of joints as well as performing assembly works. Volume two concerns joints and connections in floor slabs. Both volumes list criteria for classification and evaluation of the joints [19]. Many later publications and Codes (ACI, NZ, fib) suggest similar constructions of joints and constructions proposed in [19] even the same.

The problem of PC structures is most intensively studied within the USA Precast Construction and Prestressing Institute (PCI). This includes the work of numerous technical committees which have published the propositions of requirements for the design of different elements, joints and connections and a number of other elements connected with precast concrete construction and design [32], similar in FEMA 751 [29]. The Precast/Prestressed Institute provides the information on recommended connection details for precast concrete structures (CS). Chapter 6 in [23] is dedicated to the connections between members (Code and Commentary) with load-transfer-devices: headed concrete anchors or studs; reinforcing bars (with or without splice devices); deformed bar anchor; bolts, and post-installed anchors. In the case of concrete anchor design with steel materials, and mechanisms, transfer of the forces should be discussed. Concrete tension strength and breakout strength, consideration based on provision of ACI 318 (with introducing cracking factor, edge-distance and eccentricity factor for anchors. Structural-steel design, welding, structural-steel corbels, bearing pads, are considered in details. At the end of the Chapter, moment connections, typical connections and design aids are given.

Non-load-bearing spandrels are precast concrete components that are less than one story high. Support of the spandrel weight may be provided by either the floor or the columns (Figure 5). Different types of anchor bolts for receiving low and moderate tension forces (Figure 6). Application of alternate anchor details presented in Figure 7, as an typical column base-plate detail in case with base plate larger than column Figure 8). Similar publication, related to hollow core floor is given in fib B.6 [13b]. Floor panels are designed to be stiff in their plane, including mention hollow core floor. This function, namely the diaphragm effect, must be provided by joints. This effect allows the transfer of horizontal loads to all vertical elements, connected with a diaphragm, according to their stiffness. There are significantly more publications dedicated to prefabricated concrete structures, which also consider more or less prestressed, and much more nonprestressed concrete structures. Many articles also consider the application of prestressing, such as in [33] and [36]. Diaphragm action is primarily ensured with the floor panel joints and the entire system of ties, as well as by adding the concrete topping layer of the floor slabs on the spot, that is compounding concrete with concrete. In PhD thesis [3] a hibrid connection was proposed, i.e. added of an in situ solution into a precast one. Many guidelines and handbooks, also, recommend this type of connections [1], [5], [14], [22] and [32]. Continuity of joints may be assumed in design, as for monolithic joints where in-situ concrete and conventional reinforcement detailing are used; or it is ensured by bolted or welded connections [8]. Connections should otherwise
be considered as hinged. However, in reality model with semi-rigid connections is more
convenient.
Although published a long time ago, it is a valuable manual [15]. The provisions of EC8
[10] for precast structures strive for the design with emulation of monolithic
construction. Emulation may be based either on flexural yielding at “energy dissipation”
i.e. “ductile” connections between precast elements, or on “overdesigned”, i.e. “strong”
connections designed to remain elastic while flexural yielding develops elsewhere.
Design with elements interconnected at dry joints are not covered.
A practical guide for detailing of the precast concrete structures that should meet the building code requirements in seismic regions, by emulating cast-in-place reinforced concrete design with all provisions in accordance with ACI 318, is prepared by ACI [2]. Design and the construction of the connections of the PC building structures, applied in South Africa, is subject of work [28]. European Commission JRC Scientific and policy reports have published a guidelines dedicated to the frame precast system [30], similar as [7].

The benefits of the employment of the shear walls, as the main lateral forces resisting system in design of buildings has been used for a long time, but until recently the potential use of precast wall systems to resist seismic forces has not been extensively researched. Many researchers have recently advocated the advantages of precast concrete walls, noting additional benefits when detailing them with unbonded post-tensioning. This includes improved performance of the wall system under seismic loading by reducing damage and residual displacements. In order to adopt these advantages, the design methods and suitable analysis techniques for precast concrete wall systems must be established [39] and [40] from Iowa University.

Prior to the establishment procedure of the analysis and design methods, the performance of the jointed wall system, included in the PRESS (PREcast Seismic Structural System) test building, is summarized using the test data that has been carefully processed to reflect the suitable initial conditions. Next, results from the tests completed on the material and U-shaped flexural plate (UFP) connectors that were used as the primary energy dissipation elements in the PRESS jointed wall system is presented and a force-displacement response envelope suitable for this connector that may be used in the design if jointed wall systems is recommended [40].

The precast structural wall systems, investigated as a part of the PRESS program, were the unbonded post-tensioned single walls and unbonded post-tensioned jointed wall systems. The unbonded post-tensioned single walls were primarily studied through analytical means and it was included in the PRESS test building [39]. Selected experimental results are used to validate the proposed analysis procedures for these types of walls. A design methodology, introduced for the jointed precast wall systems, is based on the guidelines originally proposed as a part of the PRESS program. Based on the results of experimental investigations in jointed walls and new ductile shear wall, J. Sørensen and his other colleagues published papers [37] and [38].

The paper [12] presents the results of tests on slabs with punching shear reinforcement formed by prefabricated truss assemblies disconnected from the flexural reinforcement, developed to optimize the construction process. General guidelines for design, detailing, and assembly of this reinforcements are presented, based on the recommendations presented by ACI 318, Eurocode 2, and fib Model Code 2010 (2013). One slab without shear reinforcement and one slab with stud rails were tested as a reference for tests on two slabs with the prefabricated truss modules as punching shear reinforcement. The load-rotation response and the failure loads are presented and discussed in comparison with theoretical estimates, obtained by following the design codes. The slab with inclined prefabricated truss bars, registered similar response and resistance, compared to the one with stud rails. These tests confirm the effectiveness of this kind of punching shear reinforcement, as one of the slabs had almost twice the strength and more than three times the deformation capacity of the reference slab without shear reinforcement.
The design and construction of the joints and connections is important to ensure the stability and robustness of the overall structure. Forces shall be permitted to be transferred between members by grouted joints, shear keys, mechanical connectors, reinforcing steel connections, reinforced topping, or a combination of these means.

The design of joints and connections at the intersection of concrete members, and for load transfer between concrete surfaces, include: connections of precast members; connections between foundations and either cast-in-place or precast members; horizontal shear strength of composite flexural members; brackets and corbels. Transfer of forces by means of grouted joints, shear keys, bearing anchors, mechanical connections, steel reinforcement reinforced topping, or a these, shall be permitted. Methods used to satisfy the requirements for force transfer, their individual load-deformation characteristics should be considered to confirm that the mechanisms work together as intended [1].

Structural connections are supposed to transfer forces, and the magnitude of these forces will vary from connection to connection and the type of the elements. A simplicity is important in order to achieve a connection detail that is inexpensive and least likely to be used incorrectly. Consequently, all connection arrangements should aim to consist of as few as possible different pieces that need to be assembled. The following significant considerations for the design and construction of precast concrete were identified: tensile capacity, movements, durability and aesthetic [24] and [30].

The connections are generally comprised of one or more joints (compression, shear, tension joints), and there are well established methods to design the joints for the subjected forces. The choice of joints depends upon the stress levels at serviceability and/or ultimate stage in addition to the impact of fire, accidental loads etc. Eurocodes EN1990, EN1991 and EN1992 are introduced into the process of determination of the combinations and arrangement of gravity and horizontal loads that are acting on floors, beams and structures.

The ductility of the elements and joints allow the redistribution of stresses from the overloaded parts to those with less loads. This requires the interaction of stiffness, strength and ductility, especially that of joints and connections, whose role is not only to transfer loads but also to ensure the structural continuity of the whole building, by appropriate confinement [8]. Resistance to seismic action can also be achieved by pre-stressing [33].

Connections, and regional of members adjacent to connections, shall be designed to resist forces and accommodate deformations due to all load effects in the precast structural system. Adequacy of connections shall be verified by analysis and test. Connections that rely solely on friction by gravity loads shall not be permitted [1]. Design of connections shall consider the effect of tolerances specified for fabrications and erection of precast members.

Diaphragm action is primarily ensured with floor panel joints and the entire system of ties, as well as by adding the concrete top layer of floor slabs on the spot, which enables compounding concrete with concrete [13] and [25]. Floor panels are designed to be stiff in their plane. This function (diaphragm effect) must be provided by joints. This effect allows the transfer of horizontal loads to all vertical elements connected with a diaphragm, according to their stiffness [8] and [13b].
In precast concrete buildings, floor slabs are most often designed by being simply supported. However, structures which are fully or partially continual between neighbouring spans behave better. Continuation of slabs/beams reduces the deflection of floor slabs. Special measures are required for transferring moments in supporting zones, namely joints, in order to prevent chain failures. Horizontal restraint caused by friction due to the weight of any supported element may only be considered for non-seismic zones. It may only be considered where the friction is not solely relied upon for overall stability of the structure. The seismic design of precast structures can be based on the standard capacity design criteria provided that there is a good behaviour of the structures, without brittle failures [11].

Load bearing walls are connected with horizontal and vertical joints/connections, which enables them to receive horizontal loads in their plane and to transfer them to the foundation. The interaction between individual walls and parts of walls is provided by joints which are capable to transfer shear, tension and compression forces [5], [6], [39] and [41]. Non-bearing walls are connected with the load-bearing part of the structure and façade walls may or may not have the load-bearing role [32]. Interaction between walls, frames and floor slabs must also be ensured with the use of appropriate joint design. Lateral loads cause the occurrence of bending moments and shear forces in the diaphragm. It is important to achieve the best possible floor panel connections and avoid large openings in the floor slabs [5], [7] and [22].

Precast systems which deviate from those provisions [10], as a consequence, need additional design criteria and are assigned reduced behavior factors. Identification of the effect of the connections on the energy dissipation capacity of the structure:

- connections located well outside critical regions, not affecting the energy dissipation capacity of the structure (Fig. 9a),
- connections located within critical regions but adequately overdesigned, so that inelastic behaviour is shifted to areas away connections (Fig. 9b),
- connections located within critical regions which should exhibit substantial ductility (Fig. 9c).

Connection materials should be stable and durable for the normal lifetime of the structure. Chemical and physical compatibility should be checked. Materials should be protected against adverse chemical and physical influences. They should have the same fire rating as the structural elements. The strength and deformation characteristics of supporting pads should be in accordance with the design criteria [8].
In addition to the plastic rotational capacity of critical regions, energy dissipation in precast structures may also be effected by means of post-yield shear displacements along the joints, provided that their force response does not degrade substantially within the considered duration of the action. Only regular precast structures are considered.

The design resistance of connections between precast elements within critical regions under seismic conditions should be evaluated as:

\[ R_{pd} = \frac{R_d}{\gamma_{Rd} \cdot \gamma_{cyc}} \]  

(1)

where:
- \( R_d \) - design resistance under monotonic loading;
- \( \gamma_{Rd} \) - additional model-uncertainty factor;
- \( \gamma_{cyc} \) - reduction factor, accounting for resistance degradation.

The total minimum reinforcement ratio, of large panel walls, of 0.004 should relate to the actual cross-sectional area of concrete [9]. Force-response degradation of vertical joints should be toothed. Horizontal joints under transverse compression along their entire length may be formed without teeth. However, if they are partly in compression and partly in tension, they should be toothed along their full length. More detailed recommendations for large-panel buildings and reinforcement of walls and horizontal and vertical joints and connections are described in [6], [9], [10] and [32].

In the case of frame (skeletal) structures (Fig. 10), there are two different principles of composition. In the first one, stability is achieved through the cantilever effect of columns confined into the foundation. In other words, the joints are receiving bending moments. Beams and columns are usually connected with pin joints or moment resistant frames. Lower buildings allow the use of frames, whereas walls are necessary for taller ones. Namely, according to [8] and Fig. 11, the cantilever effect of columns is limited up to the height of 12m, mainly because of architectural reasons, because of the preservation of the cladding and partition walls from excessive deformations.

---

**Figure 10.** Skeletal (frame) structure and definition of components, after [8]
A variety of connection types that occurs in typical precast concrete frame buildings include the following [8]:

- Foundation-to-column connections,
- Column-to-column connections,
- Column-to-beam connections,
- Connections between floor slabs, and
- Beam-to-slab connection

Typical types of connections in skeletal (frame) concrete buildings are shown in Figure 11. They are formed between different elements and realized in different ways. As an example of different possibilities, the connections between the beams and the columns are indicated. These connections have the possibility to be moved outside of the critical zone. The beam to beam connections are performed similarly. The connections between columns and foundations are also shown [8].

![Figure 11. Types of connections in skeletal concrete buildings, after [8].](image_url)

The major connections between beams and floors are designed as ‘pinned joints’, and therefore the horizontal elements (slabs, staircases, beams) are all simply supported. Vertical elements (walls, columns) may be designed as continuous, but because the beam
and slab connections are pinned there is no global frame action and no requirement for a frame stiffness analysis apart from the distribution of some column moments arising from eccentric beam reactions [7] and [8]. The stiff bracing elements such as walls are designed either as a storey height element, bracing each storey in turn, or as a continuous element bracing all floors as tall cantilevers. They are necessary in high seismic zones and the connections are made rigid or very ductile. It may be necessary to design either/both rigid and/or pinned connections. Rigid monolithic connections can only truly be made at the time of casting, although it is possible to cast in-situ connections that have been shown to behave as monolithic, for example cast in-situ filling of prefabricated soffit beams before and after casting as shown in Figure 12. In cold climates conditions better solution is use of bolted or welded mechanical devices. Rigid connections may be made at the foundation where there is less restriction on space.

![Diagram](image-url)

Figure 12. Precast, pre-tensioned beam shell (Centre for Advanced Eng.), after [8]

Precast frame systems can be designed and classified in the two categories, with a ductile or a strong connection. In the ductile connection, the yield caused by bending is expected to occur in the connection area. The connection may be designed to develop the yield in the location which is not adjacent to the joint, whereas in the strong connections the yield caused by bending may only occur on the structural part of the precast element outside the joint [1]. Fig. 13 shows an example of the strong connection. The location of the strong connection should be chosen carefully, to avoid concentration of strain that may produce premature cracking of the reinforcement ACI 318 [1] and [23].

Precast beam-to-slab connections are given in many references. Two types of this connections (Type 1 and Type 2) are shown in Figure 14.
Compresion joints will always be composed of several materials (mortar, steel and elastomer) with different properties (compressive stress, elastic modulus, etc.). In *fib* Model Code 2010, Bulletin 66 (2013), the continuation of the column without and with connections to the slab (floor structures) between them is shown in Fig. 15. The mortar strength has to be at least 50% of the wall/column strength.
Continuation of the column with elastomer layer is shown in Figure 16.

*Figure 16. Compression through the concrete and plain bearing pad, after [14]*

Loop connections (Fig. 17) can be used to transfer tensile forces, bending moments and shear forces.

*Figure 17. Loop connection*

The transverse force $F_t$ in the reinforcement at one side of the overlap is calculated as:

$$F_t = 2 \cdot N_y \cdot \cot \theta$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $N_y$ is the yield load of one leg of the U-bar and $\theta$ is the strut inclination.
Figure 18. Transfer of forces in loop connection, a) radial stresses against the bend, b) inclined compressive strut between overlapping loops

The tensile force in one U-bar is balanced in the joint by the radial concrete stresses. A horizontal equilibrium for one U-bar gives the relation:

\[ 2r \cdot \Phi \cdot \sigma_{c,rad} = 2 \cdot \frac{\pi \cdot \Phi^2}{4} \cdot f_y \; ; \; \sigma_{c,rad} = \frac{\pi \cdot \Phi}{4r} \cdot f_y \] (3)

where \( r \) corresponds to the radius of the bend of the U-bar (Fig. 18) and \( \Phi \) to the diameter of the U-bar. The following conditions need to be fulfilled:

\[ \sigma_{c,rad} \leq f_{cc} \cdot \sqrt{\frac{b_i}{\Phi}} \; ; \; \Phi \leq 3 \cdot f_{cc} \; ; \; b_i = 2 \cdot \left( c_c + \frac{\Phi}{2} \right) \geq t \] (4)

where \( c_c \) is the concrete cover between U-bar and edge of the element and \( t \) is transverse spacing of meeting loops. It is recommended that the following detailing condition is fulfilled:

\[ r \geq \frac{\pi \cdot \Phi \cdot f_y}{4r \cdot \sigma_{c,rad}} \; ; \; r \geq 8 \cdot \Phi \] (5)
New research within the doctoral dissertation at DTU Lingby – Denmark, and published papers [36] and [37], show a recently developed design method for keyed shear connections. The influence of the key depth on the failure mode and ductility of the connection have been studied by performing the push-off tests. These tests showed that connections with larger key indentations failed by complete key cut-off. In contrast, connections with smaller key indentations were more prone to suffer local crushing failure at the key corners. The local key corner crushing has an effect on the load-displacement response, which is relatively more ductile. In addition to the tests, the paper also presents lower bound modeling of the load carrying capacity of the connections. The main purpose of the lower bound model is to supplement an already published upper bound model of the same problem and thereby provide a more complete theoretical basis for practical design.

It is found that the test results, consistent with the extremum theorems of plasticity, are all lying within the gap between the upper and the lower bound solution. The primary benefit of the upper bound model is its simplicity (a closed-form equation). On the other hand, the lower bound model provides safe results, but it is more complicated to apply. It is therefore argued that the upper bound model may be used in cases, where the calibration with the tests has been carried out. The lower bound model should be applied in situations, where the design deviates significantly from the configurations of the available tests, see [36] and [37].

4. FINAL REMARKS AND CONCLUSIONS

The precast concrete (PC) structures that were built according to the latest seismic technical specifications, behaved very well in actual earthquakes and they remained
almost undamaged or they suffered a moderate level of damage. The structural
behaviour of the frame can be controlled by the appropriate design of connections. The
load bearing capacity of a PC building does not only depend on the capability of its
elements and their joints and connections to receive all calculated influences. The
selection process of the connections must be done with the special attention on the
quality of the materials and with adequate analysis and detailing. In their design, it is
necessary to perceive the method of force transfer between individual elements, to
ensure the ductility of joints, as well as their continuity and, therefore, the possibility of
force transfer through the connections. In general, quality control, cost-effective
construction and construction speed will contribute to the effective use/exploitation
of the precast concrete structures.
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